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Abstract

In 2020, the German Federal Office for Information Security (BSI) updated its Password composition policy (PCP) guidelines for companies. This included the removal of password expiry, which research scholars have been discussing for at least 13 years. To analyze how the usage of password expiry in companies evolved, we conducted a study that surveyed German companies three times: eight months ($n = 52$), two years ($n = 63$), and three years ($n = 80$) after these changed recommendations. We compared our results to data gathered shortly before the change in 2019. We recruited participants via the BSI newsletter and found that 45% of the participants said their companies still use password expiry in 2023. The two main arguments were a) to increase security and b) because some stakeholders still required these regular changes. We discuss the given reasons and offer suggestions for research and guiding institutions.

1 Introduction

Password composition policies (PCPs) aim to increase account security. Yet, research has shown that individuals often devise strategies to deal with PCPs to make them less unpleasant, resulting in insecure passwords [26, 52]. One specific element of PCPs that leads to user frustration while not improving the strength of passwords much is password expiry, which forces users to choose a new password on a regular basis [26, 46, 55]. The removal of this requirement has been discussed by academic research for at least 13 years now [28], but has not been fully implemented by the industry [22, 42].

National institutions, such as the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in the United States of America or the Federal Office for Information Security (BSI) in Germany, are possible facilitators in transferring academic findings into industry practice. These institutions offer recommendations concerning authentication and password policies in particular. Regarding password expiry, NIST removed its suggestion to enforce a regular password change in 2016, and the German BSI followed in 2020.

To understand at what speed such a changed recommendation is implemented in the industry, and especially what problems hinder adoption, we conducted three surveys (2020, 2022, 2023) with German companies after the BSI changed its recommendations. Our survey was based on that of Gerlitz et al. [22], who surveyed German companies in 2019, just before the change mentioned above.

We surveyed the authentication system in use, including detailed questions about the password policy, especially password expiry. We recruited our participants via the BSI newsletter, thus, focusing on companies likely interested in IT security topics.

We found that the number of participants whose companies use a regular password expiry decreased in a statistically significant way from 2019 to 2023. But with 45%, the number of participants whose companies use it is still high. Several of those participants whose companies still use password expiry stated that it is used to increase security, because they do not have the capability to implement the suggested alternative mechanisms as recommended by the BSI, or because someone still requested the change. We discuss these reasons and their implications and offer recommendations for future work and national institutions.

Summarized, our key contributions are:

- We document the progression of authentication processes (PCPs and alternative mechanisms) in German companies over the course of 3.5 years.
- We present reasons why companies do not or cannot comply with the recommendations regarding password
Within financial services organizations in Europe and the United States of America. They compared the policies to the recommendations of NIST and found that only around 40% followed the recommended minimum length of 8 or more characters, while more than 70% had an unnecessary maximum length requirement. Two-thirds did not enforce certain character classes and thus followed the recommendations.

Lee et al. [33] analyzed 120 of the most popular websites in 2021 and compared the password policies to current best practices from academia: blocking common passwords, requiring specific character classes, and using a password meter to provide feedback on the security of a password. They found that 60% of the websites do not prevent the usage of the most common passwords at all, and a further 15% seem to use a very limited blocklist, thus still allowing many easy-to-guess and leaked passwords. Contrary to recommendations, 45% of the websites required specific character classes. Only 19% used a password meter of any sort. Interestingly, the authors capture 73 distinct password policies among the 120 websites.

Another paper closely related to our study is that of Sahin et al. [42]. They interviewed eleven website administrators to understand what considerations impact the PCPs they employ and what challenges they face when doing so. The authors found that administrators often face design challenges, competing interests, and deployment challenges. We build upon their work by a) recruiting a larger sample and b) focusing on security professionals within a company. In a professional context, accounts not only hold personal information about a user but might also give access to sensitive company internals. We believe the behavior of decision makers might be influenced by the fact that not only the company’s reputation is at stake but also company secrets. This way, it is possible to compare issues in different sectors.

2 Related Works

In this section, we summarize the published knowledge about the current state of authentication on websites and in companies. We present research that focused on the basis for deciding on these authentication systems and PCPs, and then give a short overview of current academic advice on how PCPs should look like and summarize the current guidelines of NIST and the BSI. We conclude by presenting areas in IT security for which the best practice has changed at some point in time to understand the pace at which such changes can be expected to be implemented.

2.1 Status of Authentication and Basis for Decision

In this section, we look at the current state of authentication in companies and websites and present a paper that looked into the decision process on PCPs.

In 2019, Gerlitz et al. [22] surveyed 83 participants responsible for the authentication process in companies at the time of the study. The authors sought details of their authentication system, such as the type of methods employees can use to log in to their accounts and the PCP in use. The authors found that all companies allowed or demanded passwords for authentication. Most companies specified a minimum length, required specific character classes, and used password expiry for employee passwords. However, when looking at the details of these three components, the actual implementation varied. The most common policy was used by seven companies and required at least eight characters for the password, at least three character classes, and a password expiry of 90 days. Only two participants explicitly mentioned not forcing their employees to change their passwords regularly. Back then, the BSI still recommended password expiry. We build upon this work by replicating the study up to three years later and comparing the results.

In 2022, Hypr, a company aiming for passwordless authentication, conducted interviews with 500 IT decision-makers within financial services organizations in Europe and the United States of America. They found that 32% use 2FA for their employees, while 22% use only the username and password [27].

Research has also looked into password policies on websites and compared them to recommendations by scientists and official institutions. At the beginning of 2019, Gautam et al. [20] extracted and analyzed the password composition policies of 270 websites with the highest ranks in ten different countries. They compared the policies to the recommendations of NIST and found that only around 40% followed the recommended minimum length of 8 or more characters, while more than 70% had an unnecessary maximum length requirement. Two-thirds did not enforce certain character classes and thus followed the recommendations.

We offer suggestions and recommendations for researchers and national institutions.

2.2 Current Advice on Password Components

Over the last few years, several researchers have experimented with different elements often seen in password policies, trying to understand their implications on usability and security [25, 30, 45, 49]. Currently, the best combination seems to be one of a minimum length requirement combined with a minimum strength requirement (policies that require the password to exceed a strength threshold) or, if the latter is not possible, a carefully configured blocklist [49].

For a long time, it was recommended that users change their passwords regularly for two reasons: first, if the passwords were ever leaked, chances were high that the list was already outdated when an attacker got access to it. Second, attackers would need more time or computing power to brute force passwords before they were changed. For the latter, 90 days were often seen as a reasonable trade-off that would make it impossible for attackers to guess the passwords in time but still be usable enough for users [48].

The usability part has since then been studied several times, finding that users have trouble recalling new passwords and
find forced password updates annoying [9, 26, 28, 46]. Apart from usability, studies also show that password expiry does not seem to offer the security benefit it was thought to have, and many people simply modify the accounts’ current password or reuse a password from another account [8, 26, 46, 55].

While several official recommendations included a regular password change in the past, this has changed now. Instead, other mechanisms should be implemented that check for a compromise, as summarized in the next section.

### 2.3 Institutional Recommendations Regarding Password Composition Policies

In Germany, where our survey was sent out, the BSI “is the National Security Authority and the chief architect of secure digitalisation in Germany” [17]. Once a year, it publishes an updated version of its IT-Grundschutz Compendium [14], which “offers a systematic approach to information security that is compatible with ISO/IEC 27001” [14]. The BSI additionally hands out implementation hints for some subsections, e.g., for identity and access management, including authentication [16]. Regarding PCPs, the guidelines in the compendium are quite vague and state that “Passwords MUST be sufficiently complex so that they are difficult to guess. Pass-

While in 2019, the compendium included a passage stating “The passwords SHOULD be changed at appropriate intervals” [13], this has changed at the beginning of 2020. Since then, users should only be prompted “to change their passwords with a valid reason. Changes based on the passage of time alone SHOULD be avoided.” [15] Instead, mechanisms must be implemented to detect compromised passwords, e.g., detecting parallel logins from different systems or locations. Only in case these alternative mechanisms cannot be implemented should a regular change be considered [16].

In 2020, the BSI also changed their wording concerning complexity requirements (from “[the organization] MUST specify that only passwords of sufficient length and complexity are to be used” [13] to “Passwords MUST be sufficiently complex so that they are difficult to guess.” [15]), and added a paragraph about two-factor authentication (“[the organization] MUST consider whether passwords are to be used as the

### 2.4 Speed of Adopting Recommendations

After a recommendation is released by, e.g., institutions like NIST, or research, adoption takes time [3, 7, 11, 36] as the people in charge of implementing it are unaware of the recommendation [36], have no time [34, 50], or do not have the necessary knowhow [36]. In many IT security-related topics, technology has changed over the years, and with it, the knowledge of what is secure or usable secure.

To understand how fast the knowledge about best practices takes to reach those in charge of using this information, we highlight this process for two examples: deprecated hashing algorithms and HTTPS.

### 2.4.1 Deprecated Hashing Algorithms

One security-related area that encounters constant changes in recommendations is hashing. Algorithms get deprecated because they were found to be broken [47] or key lengths have to be increased due to the rising computing power [37]. In 2008, it became clear that MD5 was broken [47] and should thus not be used for storing passwords. Despite this being public knowledge for more than ten years now, some developers are still unaware of this fact. In a 2019 study, Naiakshina et al. [36] asked freelance developers to implement the password storage functionality for a website. Over 20% of the participants used MD5 (18% even stored the passwords in plain text/Base64 encoded). Danilova et al. [10] asked participants to review the program code and included insecure password storage (such as MD5). Only 36% pointed out this problem, and one even mentioned MD5 as a hash algorithm to improve
security. Ntantogian et al. [38] investigated the default password hashing scheme of 25 content management systems and web application frameworks in 2018. MD5 was the default hashing scheme for around 27% of the analyzed CMS. This problem can also be seen when looking at the database of “Have I been pwned” [3]: around 30% of the datasets that included passwords and were breached in 2021 or 2022 used MD5 for password hashing; in 2020, it was 20%.

2.4.2 HTTPS

In 2015, the W3C Technical Architecture Group encouraged the use of HTTPS instead of HTTP [53]. At this point, only around 32% of all pages visited by Firefox browsers supported HTTPS. Around that time, Let’s Encrypt was founded and, for the first time, enabled server owners to acquire TLS certificates for free [44]. The updated recommendations, in combination with the easier access to certificates, led to the fact that, in 2022, seven years later, the percentage of servers that supported HTTPS grew to nearly 80% [11], and most (79.8%) of the web servers specifically allow only HTTPS-connections [54].

Even though 80% is the majority, this, in turn, also means that one-fifth of the servers still do not support TLS-secured connections. This can be due to compatibility reasons or an administrator’s incorrect mental model of the technology [7, 31].

3 Methodology

We conducted three online surveys recruiting through the BSI mailing list, one in October and November 2020, the second in February and March 2022, and the third in January 2023. The questionnaire and data for 2019 were provided by Gerlitz et al. [22]. For easier readability, we will refer to the surveys and datasets as follows: PCP19 for data presented by Gerlitz et al. [22] that was conducted in 2019, PCP20 for data collected at the end of 2020, and PCP22 and PCP23 for data collected at the beginning of 2022 and 2023.

3.1 Research Questions

The following research questions and hypotheses guide our analysis:

- **RQ1**: How did the authentication system within companies change over the years?

- **RQ2**: How did the usage of a maximum age develop over time after the BSI changed its recommendations in 2020? For this, we had the following hypotheses:

  - **H1**: The total number of companies using password expiry decreased from 2019 to 2023. This hypothesis is built on the fact that the BSI dropped their recommendation for using a regular password expiry. Only in case alternative mechanisms, such as checking for parallel logins from different systems or locations, cannot be implemented should a regular forced change be considered. We performed one Fisher’s exact test, including all participants who made a statement about their password expiry.

  - **H2**: For companies that use password expiry: The time range after which a password is required to be changed increased between 2019 and 2023. We assumed that not all companies could implement alternative checks to remove password expiry entirely. We hypothesized that even if a company cannot remove the password expiry requirement, it would adapt to the BSI recommendation to increase the time intervals between enforced changes. We performed one Wilcoxon rank-sum test and included all participants who used a password expiry and also mentioned a specific time range.

  - **H3-6**: Company characteristics or the use of certain policy elements influence whether the companies use a password expiry in 2023. Factors like time, money, or flexibility could influence adopting the changed recommendations in a company. We, therefore, performed four Fisher’s exact tests based on different company characteristics like their size (H3) or whether it belongs to critical infrastructure\(^2\) (H4). We also tested if the usage of checks for password compromises (H5) or if the last change of password policies was before or after 2020 (H6) influenced password expiry usage.

- **RQ3**: What reasons do participants have to still use password expiry?

- **RQ4**: How do companies check for compromised accounts, or what hinders them from implementing such checks?

3.2 Survey Design

The survey consisted of five blocks, as presented in the following paragraphs. Each questionnaire differed slightly from the one before, adapting to new situations and gathering further insights. The survey is given in Appendix A, including annotations highlighting differences between the years.

---

\(^2\)Critical infrastructures are organizations or facilities with important significance for the state community, the failure or impairment of which would result in lasting supply bottlenecks, significant disruptions to public safety or other dramatic consequences.” Translated from the Federal Office of Civil Protection and Disaster Assistance [39].
**Account per Employee and Login**  The participants were asked whether their company makes use of a centrally-managed account for each employee (Q13), what services it can be used for (Q3a), what authentication methods can be used (Q3b, Q3c), and if two-factor authentication is possible (Q4).

**Passwords**  The password part was shown to all participants who indicated the employee account is secured with passwords. If a company did not have such an account, all questions concerned email passwords. We asked the participants for their password policy (and encouraged them to provide a copy of it, Q6) and for elements allowed or forbidden in the password (Q16, Q17). The participants could indicate how the policies impact the security and usability of the overall authentication system and how often problems occur (Q26-Q28). Extending the original questionnaire of Gerlitz et al., we also asked the participants whether there are additional specifications for particular user groups (Q18) and when and why the policy was changed last (Q22-Q25). Additionally, the changes in the BSI recommendations were brought up, and the participants were asked whether they looked into the changes and adapted their policy based on them (Q29, Q30).

In 2023, we added further open-ended questions to understand if and why a company uses password expiry and how accounts are checked against a compromise (Q8-Q14).

**Biometric Authentication and Hardware Token**  All participants who indicated that the employee account could be unlocked using biometric authentication or a hardware token were asked for details (which biometric authentication is used (Q34) and whether the token supports FIDO2 (Q39)). Similar to the password part, they were asked for their perceived influence of the biometric authentication and token on the security and usability of the authentication system and the frequency of problems (Q35-Q37, Q40-Q42).

**Passwordless**  We added one open-ended question in PCP23 asking for the general sentiments towards passwordless authentication (Q44).

**Demographics**  In the final part, the participants were asked for details about themselves and the company they work for. In PCP19, this included the total number of employees working for the company (Q52) and the number of employees working on IT security topics full-time (Q54). From PCP20 on, the participants were also asked for the sector (Q47), the country the headquarters of the company is located (Q51), whether it can be seen as Critical Infrastructure (Q48), and as well as the position of the participant (Q55), and their years of experience (Q56). In all years, the participants indicated their satisfaction with the overall authentication system (Q59). From PCP20 on, they could also suggest that they participated in the survey the previous year (Q58), which only two people reported in PCP22.

### 3.3 Ethics

Our university’s Research Ethics Board approved the study, and we adhered to the German data protection laws and the GDPR in the EU. Participants had to consent to their data being used for research before the study began, and we included the option "I don’t want to state" for all questions. Participants could drop out at any point in time. The study included multiple open-ended questions. If a participant’s answer contained deanonymizing information (e.g., their company name), we deleted it before we continued the analysis.

### 3.4 Recruitment and Demographics

Participants were recruited through the official newsletter sent by the BSI. Everyone responsible for authentication in a company was invited, and participation was voluntary and not compensated. In this, we followed the original approach by Gerlitz et al. [22], who recruited participants in the same way between September and October 2019. In the latest run in 2023, which also included the highest number of questions, participants took a median time of 16 minutes to finish the survey.

Table 4 and Table 5 in Appendix B show the participants’ demographics and their company characteristics.

### 3.5 Data Quality

We eliminated all incomplete answers from our analysis, as well as one participant whose answers to open-ended questions indicated that they did not understand the questions correctly in PCP19. We further removed the response of one participant whose self-reported role does not clearly include being able to work on the company’s authentication in the dataset of PCP20.

Gerlitz et al. [22] not only recruited over the newsletter but also used additional channels to distribute their survey. When comparing the results, we included only those answers by participants recruited through the newsletter for internal validity. To keep the samples as similar as possible, we included only those companies using employee accounts in our analysis. After this filtering, the datasets consisted of 54 (PCP19), 52 (PCP20), 63 (PCP22), and 80 (PCP23) answers. Due to the slightly different filtering, we included fewer participants in our comparison than reported by Gerlitz et al. [22], who reported the data of 83 participants.

---

1^The notation Qx references to the corresponding question in our questionnaire.
2^Authentication standards based on public key cryptography for authentication" [1]

---
All numbers for this filtering process are given in Table 3 in Appendix B.

3.6 Data Analysis

Over the years, the questions in the survey slightly changed. However, all questions for which we compared the results between the years were identical.

3.6.1 Coding

One of the open-ended questions was identical in all years and asked for the password composition policy in use (Q6). Answers for these questions from PCP20 and PCP22 were coded by two authors using the code book that Gerlitz et al. created for PCP19. For this step, we included all the complete answers that we received and merged answers from both years, such that during the coding process, the year in which the answer was given was not known to the coders.

First, both authors coded 31 answers to check for a similar understanding of the code book and then coded additional 31 responses to calculate the inter-coder agreement. After that, each coder then coded half of the answers.

To date, most research on password composition policies has focused on minimum length, password expiry, the number of required character classes (complexity), as well as blocklists (see Section 2.2). To gain a complete overview of these components in the PCPs described above, we decided to code the participants’ answers that did not mention their minimum length, password expiry, complexity, or a blocklist as 'not mentioned.'

We had 29 codes and used Recal2 [19] to calculate the inter-coder reliability. For all codes, the reliability lies in the range of (0.47, 1) with a weighted mean of 0.98. Table 6 in Appendix B shows the codes, their occurrences, and the code-specific ICR.

Since we noticed that the answers given for Q6 were very straightforward and did not leave much room for interpretation, the other open-ended responses that we analyzed (Q6 of PCP23, Q8/Q12: Reason for using password expiry, and Q14: How do compromise checks happen or why are they not used of PCP23) were coded by one of the researchers. Two authors discussed all codebooks and answers that were ambiguous.

We proceeded the same way for answers given for the “other”-option in multiple-choice questions. All citations from these answers in this paper are translated from German.

3.7 Limitations

This work needs to be interpreted in light of the following limitations: Even though we recruited the participants through the BSI newsletter and clearly stated who the survey is aimed at, we cannot be sure that only the responsible employee took part. From PCP20 on, participants were asked what position they held. Except for one, all participants who specified their role indicated working in a position with detailed domain knowledge about the company’s authentication system (see Table 5). Yet especially for bigger companies, we cannot rule out that only one member of the IT security team took part in the survey. We checked for duplicates in the company characteristics in combination with the given PCP but could not identify any identical entries.

All data are based on self-reports, and participants might have forgotten to include elements, especially for the password composition policy. We tried to counter this by asking them to copy and paste their policy.

Using the newsletter sent by the BSI for recruitment may have caused that in our samples, the participants are a) already interested in security topics and news and b) an even more interested subgroup, as those are more likely to read the study invitation and follow it. We discuss the possible implications in Section 5.3.

Over the years, the survey was adapted, and questions were added. This could have caused participants to be in slightly different states of mind when answering questions. However, we took care to include new questions only after similar questions were already asked and included page breaks.

The survey for PCP22 contained minor improvements mentioned above, as well as an additional question about the reason for the existence of a password expiry that was not recommended by the BSI anymore at this point. After the newsletter inviting participants for PCP22 was sent and 36 participants had already completed it, we noticed that the questionnaire for PCP20 was handed out by mistake that did not include the changes and the additional question. We still decided to switch to the improved survey since we were confident that the additional insights from the new questions outweighed the minimal risk of receiving different answers due to the slightly modified questions.

4 Results

In this section, we present the findings of our survey. The changes between the years of the used authentication systems within companies are presented in Section 4.1 (RQ1). The usages of password expiry (RQ2) are summarized in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3 (RQ3), we present the reasons participants gave for using a password expiry, and Section 4.4 (RQ4) summarizes how companies currently check whether accounts are compromised and what issues hinder them in implementing checks.

4.1 RQ1 - Evolution of Authentication Systems

This section considers the evolution of authentication methods and password composition policies between 2019 and 2023.
4.1.1 Possible Authentication Methods

Figure 1 shows the percentage of participants per year who stated that their company offers their employees to authenticate using passwords, biometric authentication, and hardware tokens, independent of their usage as the primary or secondary factor. The use of authentication methods apart from passwords has risen steadily over the last few years. In 2023 for the first time, two companies indicated that their company does not use passwords. All numbers can be found in Table 2 in Appendix B.

![Figure 1: Percentage of participants that indicated that their company enables authentication using passwords (PW), biometric authentication (BIO), or hardware token (HW-T). Using authentication methods other than passwords rose steadily over the years. The bars also indicate the number of companies using one, two, or three authentication methods. Biometrics are seldom used as secondary factor alone.](image)

If participants indicated that more than one authentication method could be used, they were asked whether these methods needed to be used in combination (two-factor authentication). Starting in PCP20, participants who mentioned only one method were additionally asked whether there is any possibility for two-factor authentication. The number of those requesting 2FA also increased, at least between 2019 and 2022: 22.2% of the companies that participated in 2019 required two-factor authentication – 32.7% did so in 2020, 55.6% in 2022, and 51.2% in 2023.

4.1.2 Usage of Password Components

Participants were asked to indicate their current password policy (Q6). This question text included the example, “e.g., at least x characters, new password needs to be selected after x days,” and participants were encouraged to provide a copy of their policy. In PCP23, we also explicitly asked for password expiry in a separate question that was shown after a page break after Q6.

Figure 2 shows the development of the complexity, password expiry, and minimum length from PCP19 to PCP23. There is a slight increase in the number of participants who mentioned that their company requires all four character classes to be used in the passwords. While NIST advises against such complexity requirements, the BSI currently includes complexity requirements in their implementation hints (see Section 2.3).

The figures also show a trend towards longer passwords and larger time ranges before the passwords expire, e.g., the number of companies that require a password change every 90 days decreased from 33.3% in 2019 to 6.2% in 2023, while those who explicitly mentioned not using password expiry rose from 1.9% in 2019 to 22.5% in 2023. In 2023, 10.0% of the participants did not include any information about password expiry in the open-ended response but disclosed they actually use a password expiry in the question explicitly asking for it (Q11). We further explore the details of password expiry in Section 4.2. The concrete numbers of companies using a certain minimal length, complexity, and password expiry are shown in Table 6 in Appendix B.

![Summary for RQ1](image)

From 2019 to 2023, the companies our participants worked for offered more authentication methods next to passwords, and the number of participants whose companies require 2FA rose by almost 20 percentage points. Looking at PCPs, it is now more common than in 2019 to require longer passwords (12 or even 14 characters) and to refrain from using password expiry.

4.2 RQ2 - Password Expiry

As detailed in Section 2.3, the BSI advises against a forced frequent change of passwords. Instead, companies should run analyses on whether a user account is compromised. This could, for example, be done by checking for parallel logins from several systems or locations. A regular change should only be considered if such checks are impossible.

While the development of the days after which a password change is required is given in the previous section, this section investigates H1 and H2, and we take a closer look at company characteristics that may indicate the use of password expiry (H3-6).

Since we wanted to dive deeper into the analysis of password expiration, we added an additional closed question about password expiry in PCP23 to double-check the open-ended general PCP question.\(^5\) When comparing the numbers from

\(^5\)We added a page break to ensure participants would not be influenced.
Figure 2: Overview of the required number of character classes that need to be covered in the user’s passwords, number of days after which a user is requested to change their password (password expiry), and required minimum length in 2019, 2020, 2022, and 2023. Y-axis shows percentages. Answers from Q6. Findings: 1) Character classes: Participants whose companies require at least three character classes either mentioned certain classes or allowed a password as long as any three classes were used. There are no big differences between the years. In their implementation hints, the BSI gives examples that include enforcing several character classes (see Section 2.3). 2) Password expiry: The number of companies using password expiry of 90 or 180 days decreased from 2019 to 2023, and more participants explicitly mentioned not to use password expiry in 2022, following the BSI recommendations. 3) Minimum length: Requiring passwords with at least 10, 12 or 14 characters is more common in 2023 than it was in 2019, where most PCPs asked for at least eight characters.

the closed question to the open-ended answers, we noticed that ten percentage points fewer participants mentioned password expiry in the open-ended question than in the closed question (35.0% vs. 45%). It is interesting to note that 10% did not think to mention password expiry when describing their policy.

While we cannot say this for sure, we think it is likely that there has been a similar amount of underreporting in the previous years. But to be on the safe side, when we compare PCP23 to previous years, we use only the open-ended data, so the comparisons are made based on the same measurement instrument, i.e., we only use the 35.0% that were captured the same way as in PCP19.

However, we believe 45% to be more accurate and use it wherever applicable.

4.2.1 RQ2 - H1

We hypothesized that the total number of companies using password expiry decreased from 2019 to 2023. To investigate this question, we performed two Fisher’s exact tests based on answers given to Q6. The tests are based on slightly different assumptions: For the first one, we only included those participants who explicitly said something about their password expiry: either mentioning a time span or indicating they do not use one. In PCP23, 26.9% of those participants who did not mention a password expiry in the open-ended question (Q6) later stated one in the closed question specifically asking for it. The results show a statistically significant difference between the results from 2019 ($n_{exp19} = 39, n_{noexp19} = 1$) to 2023 ($n_{exp23} = 28, n_{noexp23} = 18$): $p_{(19,23)} = 0.00$, OR = 25.07.

For the second test, we included all participants and assumed that not mentioning expiry is the same as not having one. In PCP23, this was true for 73.1% of those who did not mention password expiry in Q6. This test also shows a statistically significant difference between the results from 2019 ($n_{exp19} = 39, n_{noexp19} = 13$) to 2023 ($n_{exp23} = 28, n_{noexp23} = 44$): $p_{(19,23)} = 0.00$, OR = 4.71.

This suggests that within three years after the change, there has been a shift towards the new recommendations.

4.2.2 RQ2 - H2

We further hypothesized that for companies that use password expiry: The time range after which a password is required to be changed increased between 2019 and 2023. For this analysis, we included only participants who used password expiry. We excluded all participants who gave no clear answer about the length of their password expiry (e.g., only stating that there is a password expiry but giving no numbers.)
We used data from the open-ended response (Q6) and the words takes time because technical change and culture change where the most commonly mentioned policies do either not take time. We went from 90 days to 1 year.” Yet, the tests performed a Wilcoxon rank-sum test for which we included 38 answers from 2019 and 27 from 2023. Figure 2 showed a trend towards fewer companies that enforce a password change after 90 or 180 days, and this theme was also picked up in the open-ended responses: “Jumping to unlimited passwords takes time because technical change and culture change take time. We went from 90 days to 1 year.” Yet, the tests did not show a statistically significant result ($p(19,23) = 0.131$, $Z_{(19,23)} = -1.511$).

### 4.2.3 RQ2 - H3-6

Finally, we were interested in whether company characteristics or the use of certain policy elements influence whether the companies use a password expiry in 2023. We conducted four Fisher’s exact tests to analyze the impact of the following variables on the existence of a password expiry: company size (<500, ≥500), critical infrastructure (no, yes), last policy change (before BSI changes, after BSI changes), and technical measures that check for account compromise (no, yes). We used data from the open-ended response (Q6) and the explicit question asking for password expiry (Q11) for these tests. Taken together, 45% of the participants mentioned that their company uses a password expiry in 2023.

After correcting the results using a Bonferroni-Holm correction, none of the tested factors remained to have a statistically significant impact on the existence of password expiry. The contingency table for all tests is given in Table 9 in Appendix B.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expiry (days)</th>
<th>Min. Len</th>
<th>Complexity</th>
<th>2019</th>
<th>2020</th>
<th>2022</th>
<th>2023</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explicitly not</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Number of times a certain policy was mentioned in 2019, 2020, 2022, and 2023. The more participants mentioned their company uses a policy, the darker the cell is shaded. A PCP is included in this table if it appeared at least 3 times in at least one year. While the most common policies in 2019 included a password expiry, this trend has shifted in 2023, where the most commonly mentioned policies do either not mention regular password rotation or explicitly state not to use one.

**Summary for RQ2** Over 40% of the participants stated that their company still uses password expiry in 2023, although this is statistically significantly less than in 2019. None of the characteristics for which we tested differences in the use of password expiry showed a statistically significant result.

### 4.3 RQ3: Why do Companies Require a Regular Password Change?

Thirty-six participants in PCP23 and nine in PCP22 answered why their company uses password expiry.

Apart from this explicit question, some participants included a reason for using password expiry in their open response to Q6.

In the following, we present the most commonly mentioned themes. The coding table is given in Table 7 in Appendix B.

**Increase Security** In 2023, 17 participants said their company uses a password expiry for security reasons. Half of them stayed vague and stated “[password expiry] gives some security” or “improvement of password security.” The remaining eight mentioned more specific reasons, e.g., “Because after a year, the risk of misuse of the PW through reuse with other, potentially corrupted services, is too great.”

In 2022, two participants stated their company uses a password expiry to get rid of lost ($n = 1$) or leaked passwords where employees did not follow the recommended change after being notified about the leak ($n = 1$).

**Still Demanded** Another commonly mentioned reason was that someone or some regulation demands a password expiry. Four participants stated their CEO or internal policies require this regular change, “[...] contrary to the recommendation of the IT sec [department]” or because of “inertia in our security standards.” Three participants mentioned that customers or the customers’ compliance requires regular changes, and five participants mentioned official requirements, e.g., “Official (in my eyes outdated) requirements in handling officially classified data.” The latter two reasons were also mentioned in previous years.

**No Alternatives** A small number of participants (Four in 2023, one in 2022) use password expiry because they have “No other method implemented yet” or because “there is currently no other technical solution.” We look deeper into these alternatives in Section 4.4.

**Best Practice** Some participants (Two in 2023 and two in 2022) stated that password expiry is best practice or recommended by the BSI. One participant stated: “[We] consider it wrong not to change [the password] regularly.” This was already a theme in 2022, so we asked in 2023 whether participants perceived a regular change as best practice before asking why password expiry was used. This question was affirmed by 23.1% of the PCP23 participants.

**Currently Changing** We also saw participants (One in 2023 and one in 2022) who stated they were currently in the
process of eliminating password expiry. One mentioned: “The auditor still has to be convinced.”

4.4 RQ4: How do Companies Check for Compromised Accounts and What Hinders Them?

The BSI specifies that mechanisms must be implemented to detect compromised passwords (see Section 2.3). So, we were interested in the mechanisms companies use or whether they have problems implementing them. We included this question in the PCP23 survey, and 66 participants answered it. The coding table is shown in Table 8 in Appendix B.

Of those 66 answers, 36 participants said their companies use technical solutions to check for password or account compromises, whereas 25 do not. In three cases, the participants gave no clear answer, and in two cases, checks are not used consistently for all systems (e.g., used for SSO, but not for AD).

Those who use checks most often do so by checking against databases of leaked passwords \(n = 8\) or by using tools that check for anomalies within the system or during logins \(n = 16\).

The absence of technical checks was most often explained by missing resources (time, financial, or human resources) \(n = 7\), by structural and organizational issues \(n = 5\), or because the technical solution was not straightforward \(n = 9\). One participant mentioned a “conflict with the works council.” Specific problems mentioned were that third-party tools are needed or behavior-based detection tests lead to several false positives in the past.

Three participants questioned the possibility of checking for compromises in general: “It is not clear to us how to check if a [password] is 100% not compromised.”

Additional \(n = 2\) or alternatively \(n = 4\) to technical checks, some participants stated their companies encourage their employees to check for a compromise themselves.

Summary for RQ3 and RQ4 Companies still use password expiry in 2023, mainly to increase IT security or because another entity required it. Technical measures that check for account compromise were often not implemented because of missing resources.

5 Discussion

We conducted three surveys over three years to understand how password composition policies evolve. We found that companies now require passwords to have more characters than in 2019 and found significantly fewer participants whose companies rely on password expiry. When specifically asking for the reason for still using expiry in PCP23, we found IT security to be one of the leading explanations.

4.4 RQ4: How do Companies Check for Compromised Accounts and What Hinders Them?

This section discusses the reasons why companies still use password expiry, draws connections to related work, and gives recommendations for future work and policymakers.

5.1 Password Expiry and IT Security

The BSI started advising against password expiry at the beginning of 2020. With this, they finally followed scientific work, a full decade after it showed the usability of password expiry to be a problem \([9, 28, 46]\). In our study, four participants explicitly mentioned that employees wrote passwords down when they had to change them regularly, and the company thus got rid of this requirement.

Nonetheless, in the latest survey run in 2023, still, 45% of the participants stated that their company forces regular password changes from their employees. Several of them (17) argued for an improvement in IT security, confirming the findings of Sahin et al. \([42]\). In the following, we discuss these reasons and evaluate whether this situation is problematic.

Compensation of Technical Issues We found cases where password expiry was used to compensate for other technical issues. One participant mentioned using expiry to get rid of old hashing algorithms, one referred to a maximum password length of eight that was set by the system, and a third explained that MFA was not yet implemented for all accounts. It can make sense to keep password expiry to bridge the time until new technologies are implemented (as mentioned in the latter example). However, accepting all the drawbacks that regular password changes bring because of a legacy system that itself can be a security risk seems like a missed opportunity. Instead of adopting to constraints of a system, system administrators could argue that they need a new and more secure system that can fulfill the updated recommendations. However, we must acknowledge that business constraints can make this difficult.

Initiate Password Development The most commonly used arguments for password expiry concerned initiating the development of passwords, i.e., making sure that a password is not in use anymore when an attacker gets access to it and reducing the problems that come with password reuse by, e.g., decoupling the employee account from private accounts for which the employee used the same password.

Both of those arguments sound reasonable in theory, especially as credential stuffing attacks (where an attacker tries to log into accounts by using passwords associated with that user in leaks) made up almost a third of all attacks across the Arkose Labs network \([32]\) and more than 12 billion leaked login combinations are public by the time of writing in 2023 \([3]\).

However, estimating the real security benefit of such changes is hard. Studies indicated that many individuals simply modify a previous password when being forced to change it \([26, 55]\). This makes it easy for an attacker to guess the new password if they have access to a previous one, especially
when considering advanced attacks where not only the password that is included in leaks is used but also variations of it (e.g., following the approach by Pal et al. [40]). Yet, simple attacks that use exactly the same password as found in leaks might be prevented.

Further, many attacks, e.g., data theft, do not require much time, and according to a study by Agari, 50% of the credentials were used within twelve hours after they were compromised [6]; thus, requiring password changes every month will likely not prevent many attacks.

If persistence is the goal, attackers will attempt to create further footholds so that losing access to the first account does not lock them out.

And while the results from a survey study by Habib et al. [26] indicate that users do not seem to choose weaker passwords when updating them compared to creating new ones, Adams and Sasse [5] argue that a regular password change could lead users to create very simple passwords. On a larger scale, it is unclear whether users’ strategies for initially creating the password differ, depending on whether they know they will have to change it soon or can keep it for a longer period.

What is clear is that physical password handling differs depending on whether passwords need to be changed frequently or not: Habib et al. [26] saw a statistically significant increase in storing the main workplace password in the web browser when password expiry was in use. Depending on the details of this (usage of a browser password manager, behavior concerning device locking when leaving the desks, etc.), this might have a positive or negative impact on security. Similarly, if users are also more likely to write down their passwords on sticky notes, physical access to a workspace would be a problem. Yet, unobserved access to a workspace might come with several other risks anyway, such as being able to insert a physical key logger (even though this involves more planning than simply using the password from a sticky note).

Adding "Some" Security The uncertainty of how much security is actually added was also present in the answers, where participants associated password expiry with “some security”. While it can be reasonable to use every opportunity, even the small ones, to increase IT security, people nowadays already have to deal with many security mechanisms in their work environment (e.g., authentication, secure messaging, physical access control). Removing those requirements that are very time-consuming [9], and can even be replaced by technical checks, thus seems like a good idea.

5.2 Further Reasons for Delayed PCP Updates

In this section, we discuss arguments for using password expiry apart from increasing IT security.

Alternative Mechanisms Cannot be Implemented One participant in 2022 mentioned that their company is not able to remove the requirement for a regular change because of “inadequate control mechanisms to detect compromise.” In 2023, participants mentioned technical reasons, e.g., that third-party tools are needed, current tools lead to too many false positives, or that, in general, the implementation of such checks is “too complex.”

This problem can also be seen in other security-related areas, such as deploying updates, where systems are not updated because of legacy software that is known to be incompatible with up-to-date environments [34, 50]

The area of these alternative mechanisms remains to be studied in more detail. Further reasons for some companies not being able to use checks that indicate a password compromise need to be identified. One paper that has already studied these alternative mechanisms was published by Markert et al. [35]. The authors studied administrators’ understanding of risk-based authentication. They found that their participants struggled with the meaning of the given risk levels and the configuration interface in general.

Depending on further findings, it might be helpful if the BSI, or any institution with a similar influence, could publish additional information about the available alternatives and how they can be implemented. At the point of writing, the suggestions concerning alternative mechanisms in the current implementation hints are very vague: “For example, logging and the corresponding evaluation of log files can be used to determine whether there have been unusual accesses or hacking attempts. Special security products are also available for databases, operating systems, web servers, and other applications.”

Looking at the area of HTTPS, the increase in its usage was not only sparked by a changed recommendation but also because there was a new and very easy way to follow it (see 2.4).

Inertia Participants pointed to the necessity to follow requirements that still demand regular change, e.g., federal offices or the PCI (Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard). In some cases, internal security standards require the use. As pointed out in Section 2.4 and also mentioned by the participants, changes take time to reach every stakeholder, and one participant mentioned the word inertia.

The problem of contradictory guidelines can appear whenever multiple institutions publish different recommendations for the same topic. In these cases, administrators must decide which guidelines to follow or how to combine them.

No Knowledge About Change and Misconceptions Many technical news portals, e.g., [41, 43] and newspapers, e.g., [12, 29] reported the removal of password expiry in the new BSI
recommendations. However, we still encountered one participant who stated that this is recommended by the BSI. In 2020, 25% of the participants mentioned being unaware of the BSI changes published eight months earlier while being subscribers to the newsletter. This phenomenon can also be seen in other areas (see section 2.4).

We noticed misconceptions about how checks for account compromise happen and potentially problematic views toward security in general. One participant, e.g., stated that passwords need to be shared with third-party tools for compromise checks. Although this might be the case for some checks, there are solutions that circumvent this problem [2].

Another participant mentioned that it is never 100% sure whether a password is compromised. While this is true for almost any other security-related topic, it should not lead to not using compromise checks at all.

Here, efforts such as the Let’s Hash website of Geierhaas et al. [21] can help by providing participants with a programming aid that supports developers in securely implementing password storage. It seems beneficial to further go this route and offer code-fulfilling recommendations such as from the BSI, NIST, or OWASP. While such a website is a good starting point, the people implementing the recommendations still need to be made aware of such platforms and that their knowledge is not up to date.

Processes Need to be Observed Depending on the size and structure of a company, changing the PCP can require potentially complex processes and involve multiple parties. In our sample, we found cases where the CEO was involved in creating the PCP. While we do not know the whole picture, we sometimes assume a clash of very different goals. A CEO of a small company stated: “From our point of view, the management is responsible for the guidelines and not the IT admins.” In another case, the CEO of a company required password expiry, even though the security department advised against this. In cases like this, non-technical explanations of why something should or should not be used from the IT perspective might help to convince decision-makers without deep technical background and help to mediate between different stakeholders.

Apart from this decision process, a new policy has to be included in the systems. Several participants indicated they use Microsoft’s Active Directory for authentication. It would be interesting to ascertain whether and how the usage of central software positively affects processes in general. This way, and in combination with secure defaults, the processes might be improved in simplicity, speed, and security, as has already been seen in other areas [4, 51].

Arguments for Change and Prioritization One of the most commonly mentioned reasons why checks for password compromise are not implemented are missing resources, i.e., time, money, or human resources.

If decisions need to be made for prioritizing tasks, low-priority tasks are often postponed, and other stakeholders must be convinced that allocating time for this is a good idea. For this reason, the arguments for a change that impacts usability more than security need to be good. Official recommendations could explain their rationale behind decisions, perhaps even beyond the security topic. That way, decision-makers have a better overview, and it might be easier to understand and communicate possible implications.

5.3 Sample and Recruitment Bias

We recruited over the newsletter sent by the BSI, thus focusing on companies interested in security-related topics, either out of an employee’s personal interest or because their company has to follow specific guidelines. The latter might be the case for the 13.8% in our sample (PCP23) that indicated their company can be seen as critical infrastructure and for those 27.5% who indicated their company is certified with a certification relevant for IT security (6.2% indicated both). Yet, the effect of such a security focus is unclear and could lead to two very distinct outcomes: either following recommendations very closely or using every opportunity to increase security, even if the measures taken are questionable in terms of improving security.

6 Conclusion

In 2020, the BSI changed its guidelines regarding password composition policies and removed the advice to include password expiry. Instead, they recommend only enforcing a change if a password is compromised.

We conducted three survey studies after the guideline change to understand how fast and well these suggestions are implemented and what problems might hinder an adoption.

We found that fewer companies require a regular password change over the years (72.2% in 2019 to 45% in 2023). Participants who still use a regular expiry explained this with security improvements and additional guidelines by other institutions they must follow. Alternative checks were often not implemented because of missing resources or because of technical hurdles. We believe that it might be helpful if decision-makers were supported with more precise information about these alternatives than what is currently included in the guidelines given by the BSI.
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A Survey

The used survey was adapted to new situations over the years. To indicate that a question was included in a year, we will use the following taxonomy:

- †, if a question was part of the original questionnaire by Gerlitz et al. [22] in 2019.
- ⋄, if the questions was included in PCP20.
- ⋈ for questions included in PCP22.
- ▽ for questions included in PCP23.

If no year is specified, the question was asked in all versions of the survey.

Accounts

- Q1 Is there a company-wide account per user, that is managed centrally? (e.g., for logging into the workstation, communication platform, email or the like.)
  Yes / No

- Q2 ▽ Which user management do you use? (e.g. Microsoft Active Directory)
  [Free Text]

If Q1 equals yes:

- Q3a What can this account be used for? (Multiple answers possible.)
  Email / Workstations / Communication platform (SharePoint, Slack, etc.) / VPN into corporate network / Access to shared corporate data (e.g., Active Directory) / Other: [Free text]

If more than one method is listed in Q3b:

- Q4a You stated, that there are several methods in use that enable your employees to log in. Are the methods used in combination (e.g., 2FA)?
  Yes, the methods are used in combination (2FA) / No, the employees can choose one of the methods / Other: [Free text] / I do not know / I do not wish to make a statement

If only one method is listed in Q3b:

- Q4b † Do you make use of any kind of two-factor authentication?
  Yes, using the following techniques: [Free Text] / No / I do not know / I do not wish to make a statement

Passwords

You stated that there is no company-wide account with which the employees can log into several services.

The following questions regard the email accounts of your employees and their passwords (Webmail, IMAP, POP3, etc.).

Or

You stated, that your employees use passwords/PINs to log in. The following questions regard these passwords/PINs.

- Q5 ▽ How are passwords handled?
  Users can choose them themselves / Passwords are created by a system, and users cannot change them / Passwords are created by a system and need to be changed by the user / I don’t want to make a statement / Other: [Free text]

- Q6 What specification (also called password policy) do passwords need to fulfill (e.g., at least x characters, new password needs to be selected after x days, etc.)

This question is the main focus of our research. Please be as detailed as possible. If possible and allowed, please copy your specification into the following text box. At this point, we want to remind you, that the data is managed anonymously. It will not be possible to identify your company.

[Free text]
In previous studies, we have seen that employees in many companies in Germany have to change their passwords on a regular basis. In the following, we would like to learn more about the possible reasons that speak in your eyes for or against using such a time-controlled change of passwords.

- **Q7** Are these specifications enforced by the system?  
  Yes / No / There are no specifications / I do not know / I do not wish to make a statement / Partially: [Free text]

- **Q8** In case there is a password expiry in use: Why?  
  [Free text]

- **Q9** Optional: What reasons spoke against the introduction of a password policy?  
  [Free text]

In previous studies, we have seen that employees in many companies in Germany have to change their passwords on a regular basis (e.g., once a year).  

- **Q10** Do you feel it is best practice to require employees to change their passwords on a regular basis (e.g., once a year)?  
  Yes / No / Other: [Free Text]

In the following, we would like to learn more about the possible reasons that speak in your eyes for or against using such a time-controlled change of passwords.

- **Q11** Are employees technically forced to change their password?  
  Yes, after a fixed time interval (days/months/years): [Free Text]  
  Yes, if there is a suspicion that the password has become known / No, never / Other: [Free Text]

- **Q12** If employees need to change their password regularly (after a fixed time interval): Why?  
  [Free Text]

- **Q13** In case employees had to change their password regularly (after a fixed time interval) in the past, but this rule has now been abolished: Why was this changed?  
  [Free Text]

In case there is a password expiry in use: Why?  

- **Q14** Since 2020, the BSI has recommended relying on password compromise detection instead of recurring password change prompts (after a fixed time interval). If you do this: How do you check if passwords are compromised?  
  If not: are there reasons that prevent you from doing so? (e.g., technical, structural, or timing reasons).  
  [Free Text]

- **Q15** Are users prevented from picking passwords that belong to the most common passwords?  
  No / Other: [Free text] / I do not know / I do not wish to make a statement / Yes : Yes, examination through\[\text{text}\] / Yes: [Free text]

- **Q16** Do you make use of a Blocklist/Denylist of elements that are not allowed to be used in a password? (e.g. words from the dictionary or sequences of numbers) Yes, the following elements cannot be used in passwords: [Free text] / No / There are no specifications / I do not know / I do not wish to make a statement

- **Q17** Which Unicode characters can be used in passwords?  
  All / a-z / A-Z / 0-9 / All special characters / Special characters, except: [Free text] / Chinese characters / Arabic characters / Emojis / Other: [Free text] / I don’t know / I do not want to make a statement

- **Q18** Are there additional password policies for different users? (e.g. System administrators) Yes / No / I do not know / I do not wish to make a statement

- **Q19** Optional: How do the different password policies differ? [Free text]

The following questions still regard the passwords which are used in your company.

- **Q20** Who created the specifications (password policies) for the passwords?  
  Myself / My predecessor / Somebody else: [Free text] / I do not know / I do not wish to make a statement / There are no specifications

- **Q21** What are the specifications based on? (Multiple answers possible.)  
  Targeted Training / Own Knowledge / how / Standards defined by your company / Industry Standards / Research / Expert panels / Exchange with other companies / NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) / BSI (Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik) / OWASP (Open Web Application Security Project) / Other: [Free text] / I do not know / I do not wish to make a statement

- **Q22** When were the password policies changed last? [Free text]

- **Q23** What changes were made during the last modification?  
  [Free text]

- **Q24** Which changes were made?  
  [Free Text]

- **Q25** What caused the change? [Free text]

- **Q26** How do the password policies impact the user-friendliness of the authentication system?  
  I: Very rarely – 5: Very often

- **Q27** How do the password policies impact the security of the authentication system?  
  I: Very negative – 5: Very positive

- **Q28** How often do passwords cause problems in your company (e.g., forgotten passwords, etc.)?  
  I: Very rarely – 5: Very often

- **Q29** This year, the BSI published new recommendations for password policies. Have you already dealt with them? Yes / No / I do not know / I do not wish to make a statement

- **Q30** Was your password policy adapted due to the new recommendations or are you planning a change? Yes / No / I do not know / I do not wish to make a statement

- **Q31** Is there a policy that specifies how the passwords are stored in the system (hash function, length of the salt, etc)?  
  Yes / No / I do not know / I do not wish to make a statement

- **Q32** Is there a process that initiates an update of the policy on how to store passwords?  
  Yes / No / I do not know / I do not wish to make a statement
• Q33 Optional: How are stored passwords protected? We are particularly interested in the hash and salt functions that are used. We want to remind you that the data is gathered anonymously and we are not able to link it to your company.

[Free text]

< Page break >

Biometric Authentication

You stated, that your employees use biometrics to log in. The following questions regard this method.

• Q34 What kind of biometrics are in use?
  Fingerprint / Iris / Face recognition / Other: [Free text] / I do not wish to make a statement

• Q35 How does the biometric authentication impact the user-friendliness of the authentication system?
  1: Very negative – 5: Very positive

• Q36 How does the biometric authentication impact the security of the authentication system?
  1: Very negative – 5: Very positive

• Q37 How often does the use of biometric authentication cause problems?
  1: Very rarely – 5: Very often

• Q38 Optional: Do you wish to provide us with additional information about this topic?
  [Free text]

< Page break >

Hardware Token

You stated, that your employees use a hardware token to authenticate. The following questions regard this token.

• Q39 Does the token support FIDO2?
  Yes / No / I am not sure / I do not wish to make a statement

• Q40 How does the token impact the user-friendliness of the authentication system?
  1: Very negative – 5: Very positive

• Q41 How does the token impact the security of the authentication system?
  1: Very negative – 5: Very positive

• Q42 How often does the usage of the token cause problems?
  1: Very rarely – 5: Very often

• Q43 Optional: Do you wish to provide us with additional information about this topic?
  [Free text]

< Page break >

Passwordless

• Q44 There are efforts (e.g., by the Fido Alliance) to completely abolish passwords. What is your opinion of these efforts (also with regard to their feasibility in the company where you work)?
  [Free text]

< Page break >

Demographics

• Q45 Please check the conditions which apply to your company. (Multiple answers possible.)
  There are employees who can access their emails outside the company network /
  There are employees who can access their emails using a web login /
  There are employees who do not need to know the password for accessing their emails, e.g., as the email-client is pre-configured

• Q46 Is there any additional security for emails? (e.g., encryption in combination with a smart card)
  Yes, obligatory / Yes, voluntary / No / I do not wish to make a statement

• Q47 What is your companies’ field of work?
  Automobile Industry / Banks and financial services / Education and research / Services / Retail / Energy industry / Logistics / Telecommunication / Pharmaceutical industry / Tourism / Insurance / Healthcare Marketplace / Other: [Free text] / I do not wish to make a statement

• Q48 Is your company an operator of critical infrastructure or is it affected by regulations for operators of critical infrastructure? Yes / No / I do not know / I do not wish to make a statement

• Q49 Is your company certified with a certification relevant to IT security (e.g., PCI-DSS, ISO 27001,...)?
  Yes, the following: [Free Text] / No, but we intend to / No / Other: [Free text] / I don’t know / I do not wish to make a statement

• Q50 Are there any legal regulations that require you to have any of the previous certifications?
  Yes the following: [Free Text] / No / Other: [Free text] / I do not wish to make a statement

• Q51 Where is your companies’ headquarter? (Country)
  [Free text]

• Q52 How many employees work in your company?
  1-9 / 10-49 / 50-249 / 250-499 / 500-999 / 1000 or more / Not sure / I do not wish to make a statement

• Q53 How many desktop clients do you manage?
  1-9 / 10-49 / 50-249 / 250-499 / 500-999 / 1000 or more / Not sure / I do not wish to make a statement

• Q54 How many employees in your company work full-time on IT security topics?
  0 / 1 / 2-5 / 6-10 / 11-20 / 21 or more / Not sure / I do not wish to make a statement
• **Q55** What is your position? Administrator / ISO / CISO / CTO / CSO / Support / Other: [Free text] / I do not wish to make a statement

• **Q56** How many years of experience do you have in this or related positions? Under 1 year / 1-3 Years / 4-9 Years / 10 or more years / I do not wish to make a statement

• **Q57** Is one (or more) of the following situations true for your company when looking at the last 5 years? (MC) A password of an employee was guessed and used to attack the company (Ransomware, theft,...) / Several passwords have been stolen from the database / None of the above / I do not know / I do not wish to make a statement / Further / Other: [Free text]
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• **Q58** Have you already participated in this survey last year? Yes / No / I do not know / I do not wish to make a statement

• **Q59** How satisfied are you with your authentication system? 1: / 5:

• **Q60** Has this questionnaire motivated you to update parts of your authentication system in the near future? If yes, which parts? Password Policies / Security measures for stored passwords / Adding biometrics / Adding hardware token / No / Other: [Free text]

## B Additional Tables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PCP19</th>
<th>PCP20</th>
<th>PCP22</th>
<th>PCP23</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pw</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>97.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pw + Bio</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pw + Token</td>
<td>38.9</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>57.1</td>
<td>53.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pw + Bio + Token</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Token (no Pw + Bio)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Percentage of participants who mentioned that their companies use the different possibilities to login. Pw = Passwords are in use; bio = Biometrics are in use; Token = Hardware token are in use

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PCP19</th>
<th>PCP20</th>
<th>PCP22</th>
<th>PCP23</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Data</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only BSI</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only complete</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual filter</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only accounts</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Elimination process of data sets. Only BSI = Only answers that were gathered over the BSI newsletter. Only in PCP19 were participants recruited over other channels as well. Complete = The participant filled out the whole survey. Individual filter = Participants were filtered manually if the answers indicated they did not understand the questions and if the role did not include being able to work on the company’s authentication protocols. Only accounts = Participants indicated whether the company makes use of a centrally managed account. We only kept those who did.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PCP19</th>
<th>PCP20</th>
<th>PCP22</th>
<th>PCP23</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Size of Company (Q52)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-9</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-49</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>13.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-249</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250-499</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500-999</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>16.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 1000</td>
<td>46.3</td>
<td>48.1</td>
<td>44.4</td>
<td>28.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unclear</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PCP19</th>
<th>PCP20</th>
<th>PCP22</th>
<th>PCP23</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Employees working full-time on IT security topics (Q53)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-5</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>36.5</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>23.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-10</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-20</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 21</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unclear</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Demographics of companies that were asked in all three years. All numbers are percentages of that year. “Unclear”: Participants did not disclose the information, or we could not infer it from their answers.
The participants indicated their current job position. Since some of them indicated holding different roles in the company that year. “n.d.”: Participants did not disclose their answers. All numbers are percentages of own experience.

## Table 5: Demographics of companies and participants from PCP20, PCP22, and PCP23. All numbers are percentages of that year. “n.d.”: Participants did not disclose their answers. The participants indicated their current job position. Since some of them indicated holding different roles in the company (e.g., CEO and admin), the numbers exceed 100%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>PCP20 n = 52</th>
<th>PCP22 n = 63</th>
<th>PCP23 n = 80</th>
<th>ICR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imprecise</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>46 (88%)</td>
<td>54 (86%)</td>
<td>61 (76%)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explicitly not</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum length</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-9 years</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imprecise</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>50 (96%)</td>
<td>59 (94%)</td>
<td>72 (90%)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not mentioned</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Table 6: Codebook of participants’ elements of password composition policies (Q6) and how often they occurred. For calculating the ICR, answers from both years were merged. Some codes were not covered in the documents that were used to calculate the inter-coder reliability and indicated as “-” in the table.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Occurrence in PCP23</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Demanded by ...</td>
<td>&quot;PCI DSS (Credit card security) requirement&quot;</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... Institutions</td>
<td>&quot;was embedded in customer contracts in the past&quot;</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... Customer (contracts)</td>
<td>&quot;In-house or internal definition&quot;</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... Own company</td>
<td>&quot;Recommendation by BSI&quot;</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To increase security</td>
<td>&quot;Improve password security&quot;, &quot;Ensure that there are no passwords that are too old and no insecure hash algorithms are used.&quot;</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currently changing</td>
<td>&quot;We still have the setting but are in discussion rather to increase the complexity, but not to force a change (except in case of loss). Still need to convince the auditor.&quot;</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative not implemented</td>
<td>&quot;Because there is currently no other technical solution.&quot;</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inertia</td>
<td>&quot;Still exists from history&quot;</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Codebook of the reason for using password expiry (Q12)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Occurrence in PCP23</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Employee check</td>
<td>&quot;Our detection of compromise has so far been the sole responsibility of the employee.&quot;</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check: Dark web monitoring</td>
<td>&quot;Dark Web Monitoring&quot;</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check: Compare to leak database</td>
<td>&quot;On the relevant websites we check whether passwords have been compromised&quot;</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check: Anomaly detection</td>
<td>&quot;Detection of compromise by technical means (e.g., logon location).&quot;</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No check: Lack of...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...technical measures</td>
<td>&quot;Technically not yet possible, corresponding recognition systems are still missing&quot;</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...and unclear how</td>
<td>&quot;We do not know any practicable method&quot;</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...organizational measures</td>
<td>&quot;organizational feasibility&quot;</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...resources (time, money)</td>
<td>&quot;There would also be a lack of time and staff resources to look into this&quot;</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Codebook of the reason for using password expiry (Q14)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H3: Critical Infrastructure</th>
<th>Has PW Expiry</th>
<th>No PW Expiry</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>OR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H4: Company Size</th>
<th>Has PW Expiry</th>
<th>No PW Expiry</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>OR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;500</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;=500</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H5: Last policy change</th>
<th>Has PW Expiry</th>
<th>No PW Expiry</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>OR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before BSI changes</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After BSI changes</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H6: Technical compromise check</th>
<th>Has PW Expiry</th>
<th>No PW Expiry</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>OR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: Contingency table for H3-6: Company characteristics or the use of certain policy elements influence whether the companies use a password expiry in 2023. The results are corrected using a Bonferroni-Holm correction.